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MEET THE CANDIDATES
Our Local Body elections are scheduled for October
and we want to give you all an opportunity to meet
up with your candidates, and to be able to put some
questions before them that you feel need addressing or considering, before we all have our say on
voting day. To this end therefore, your committee
is providing this, following our next luncheon
meeting on Monday 16 September at 12.45pm.
(See notice elsewhere in this newsletter). This will
be a public meeting, and anyone interested is
welcome to come along, to participate and
present questions to the candidates. There will
be a time limit, & number restrictions to the
questions.
Your committee has been dealing with the council
on several issues, such as pedestrian crossings,
footpath accessways, traffic and aged citizens
transport problems, with very little success. There
appears to be a reluctance to make real provision
for some of the needs of our older community
members. Here is your opportunity to come along
and hear what these possible representatives have
to say.

Days to celebrate in September
2nd

9th

Fathers’ Day;

World Grandparents Day;

5th

15th

The following two questions are what we will be
putting to Matamata Candidates:
• What do you see as the No.1 over-riding issue
needing to be addressed in our Matamata
community?
• As Matamata grows, and in line with the Government’s intent, what would you like to see the
Council doing to provide for an ageing population in our community?
The following two will be put to the Regional
Candidates:
• How important do you see Public Transport as
necessary for Matamata residents to reach larger
towns such as Hamilton or Te Awamutu?
• What is your view of privatising of water
systems, and their supply to Matamata?
If you have an interest in what is happening (or not
happening) here in your town, then make sure you
come along on 16th to the luncheon, and meeting
after.

International Charity Day;

World Greenpeace Day

Urgent Update from your Secretary
this. Although we belong to a Federation (or grouping) of Associations, we are a stand-alone Inc. Society,
and as such must deal with our own affairs. If we cannot find people willing to assist in keeping our rights
and ideals in the public eye, or to fight on our behalf
for right and proper consideration of our well-being
in the local arena, then we may no longer exist as an
Association, representing the needs and concerns of
the older members of our society. We would certainly
no longer have any standing amongst the wider
community for such things as the discounts we all
enjoy and the benefits of cheaper power through the
negotiated deal of Grey Power Electricity, (Federation
obtained, but available to all members).

It is with sad regret I write to inform you all of our
President Brian Arndt’s recent need to step down
from the position he has so ably occupied for the last
3 years. Your committee have therefore formally
accepted his resignation from the position at our last
meeting. Due to personal issues, he finds he no longer
is able to put the time into the work that is required
to deal with the running of our organisation here. He
will continue to maintain a keen interest in what we
believe are the issues facing our members, but will
no longer be so involved in leading the way for us.
With a number of things on our agenda at present,
this unfortunately has come as rather a shock for us,
and we would be very grateful, in this regard, for anyone amongst our members who feels they are able
and willing to offer themselves to fill this role. From
our current committee, no-one feels they can do this
as required, and so it is necessary for us to bring this
matter to your attention as the wider membership.

I would urge you all to carefully consider this
situation, and to consult or question any of our
committee folk (past or present) to help make clear
decisions as to how you might be able to relieve our
current state. Please contact me as soon as possible
if you are willing to assist. Thank you kindly.

With the current list of members numbering almost
600 here in Matamata, we feel we can have a fairly
strong voice in our community, but this can only be
possible if people step up and do something towards

Malcolm Fairhall
Ph 888 6663 or email mallyn@fairhall.co.nz

YOUR ASSOCIATION COMMITTEE CONTACTS
Role

Name

Phone

Email

Malcolm Fairhall

07 888 6663

mallyn@fairhall.co.nz

07 888 4982

mccalder@xtra.co.nz

President

Currently Vacant

Membership

Pauline Raphael

Secretary

Treasurer

Hans Ritmeester

07 888 4097

Ron Moles

07 888 7082

Margaret Calder
Peter Walsh
Shirley Rea

07 888 7122

022 456 8245
07 888 8317

hansritmeester@xtra.co.nz

squib.raphael41@gmail.com
joanandron@slingshot.co.nz
peddroww79@gmail.com
84 Peria Rd, Matamata
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Locally Owned & Operated

20 WAHAROA WEST ROAD, MATAMATA • PH 07 888 7338 A/HRS 0274 438 811
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Age-friendly communities
A key part of giving effect to the Positive Ageing Strategy, being developed by the
government, is the Age-friendly New Zealand programme. It is being promoted
as a way to ensure our communities respect and include the perspective and
needs of older people.
In an age-friendly community:

• green spaces are well-maintained with seating, shelter, and toilets
• safe pedestrian crossings and footpaths are wide enough for wheelchairs, walkers or
strollers and of suitable gradients.
• there is Public transport to health centres, shops, and parks.
• affordable housing options are close to services and facilities.
• signage is clear and easy to read.
• Council events and activities appeal to people of different ages.
• older people contribute to community groups. Facilities are located close to residential
areas and services
• older people are consulted and included in decision-making

The Need:

By 2036 nearly a quarter of New Zealanders will be over 65. Every Council, and every
community needs to start planning NOW for the needs of a much older population.
See over for article on Hamilton City case.

Decided to go for a walk on the beach
and got freaked out when I thought I
ran into a KKK meeting… turns out
they’re just closed beach umbrellas

A guy wants a divorce.
He tells the judge,
“I just can’t take it anymore.
Every night she’s out until way
after midnight, just going
from bar to bar.”
Judge asks, “What’s she
doing?”
The guy answers,
“Looking for me.”
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An Age-friendly City

Jodi & Alan

In the last couple of years there have been moves to
make towns and cities more acceptable for older
people to live in. This was the case for Hamilton
which became the 600th in the world to be given this
status by the World Health Organisation and the first
in New Zealand.

Selling Matamata

We are local, proven & aﬀordable for you

We are proud to be
supporting members
of Grey Power

BY DAWN SMITH
dawn.smith@slingshot.co.nz

So what does this mean – a city committed to making spaces and services that meet the needs of their
older residents.

So you want to sell your
home? So do we…!

Hamilton’s inclusion is as the result of the development of an Age-friendly Plan for the city. This was
achieved by a collaboration between numerous
agencies and groups working with older people, as
well as Hamilton City Council, Waikato Regional
Council, and local businesses.

2.95% up to $400,000,
2.0% thereafter, +500 + GST

Jodi and Alan
07 888 6645
CALL US FIRST

How – A plan outlining 50 actions to be completed
over 4 years (2018-2021) , via the following categories:
1. Outdoor spaces and public buildings

Action Realty Limited MREINZ Licenced Agent REA 2008

2. Transport and mobility
3. Housing

appointed to provide project support, leadership
and evaluation advice. Each specific focus will have
it’s own leadership, detailed plan and strategies to
achieve. The groups have been brought together to
keep building on what is already there, to provide a
strong and safe future for older residents.

4. Social participation
5. Respect and social inclusion
6. Civic participation and employment
7. Communication and information
8. Community support & health services

The number of older adults in Hamilton is expected
to double in the next two decades, which will be the
fastest growing cohort of the population, thus reinforcing the Age-friendly City Plans – which will be a
‘liking’ document.

9. Safety – based on feedback from Hamilton’s
older people.
During the four years to achieve the plan, responsibility for delivery has been assigned to various agencies and organisations. An evaluation group is also

Reprinted from Hamilton Grey Power magazine Sept 2018

When it comes to all things electrical, we’ll see you right.
• Whether it’s domestic, commercial or rural electrical
• You have my commitment to consistency and continuity
• Personal service and consultation

07 888 8734 or 027 240 8415
jimmy@jimmynealelectrical.co.nz
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Cost $13

Monday 16 Sept

at Matamata Club Rawhiti Room
11.40am meet
12 noon lunch
12.45pm Candidates public mtg.
Bookings essential – call Lynette 07 888 6663. Please advise cancellations a.s.a.p.

ACC Needs a Complete Overhaul

Edmonds Marshall

A recent article in the Grey Power Federation
Magazine [March 2019] stated:

LAWYERS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

For Professional Assistance with:

“The Grey Power Federation Board is to ask the Government to undertake a complete overhaul of the Accident
Compensation Corporation (ACC).”

Wills, Estate/Asset Planning & Trusts
Enduring Powers of Attorney
Elder law
Matrimonial & Relationship Property matters
Property transactions
Business transactions
Partnership & Company matters
Employment law

When ACC was first set up it was designed to cover the
FULL and COMPLETE costs of recovery and necessary
expenses to ensure that. At our last AGM we were
informed that ACC has $36 million invested yet turns
down thousands of claims every year. A member from
Horowhenua recently had a discussion with a past ACC
staff member and asked them “Was it a common and
agreed practice to turn down an application for support
in the first instance in the hope and expectation that the
applicant would simply fail to come back on appeal?”
The answer was a very blunt, but simple, “Yes.” This is
the policy. They will, however, approve claims on appeal
(75% actually) which gives us hope, so don’t give up if
you really have a case.

Contact our Partners:
Kurt Edmonds
Shane Marshall
David Parker
Jamie Rae
Or our Staff Solicitor:
Holly Barron
21 Arawa Street South
MATAMATA

Grey Power Federation have a National Advisory Group
(NAG) that is trying to push ACC back to it’s original
intended model and would like to hear from anyone
with applicable experiences for them to use. If you can
help then please contact us so we can pass the information on.

Phone 07 888 8137
E-mail lawyers@emlaw.co.nz
Website www.emlaw.co.nz
GRAPHIC DESIGN & PRINT
BUSINESS CARDS
FLYERS BROCHURES
CALENDARS
INVITATIONS
BOOKS

Furniture Superstore
15 DISCOUNT
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DESIGN
&PRINT
M
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Members’ Luncheon
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T
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.co.nz

10 Arawa Street, Matamata
Phone 07 888 8545
Email: office@inhousedesignandprint.co.nz

Inhouse Design are proud to be associated with
Grey Power Matamata

Situated at the corner of Tainui & Tamihana Streets, Matamata
Phone 07 888 8625 | www.watersons.co.nz
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*15% discount is off the normal ticketed price

Vaccine Fears Debunked in New Research

Vaccine naysayers have a strong voice in parts of New Zealand
and their impact on many has been of real concern to our
medical professionals, who have to deal with the casualties of
this fear. Outbreaks of measles due to lower levels of community immunisation have been reported recently both in New
Zealand and throughout the UK and USA. The WHO has listed
“Vaccine hesitancy” as one of the top ten threats to global
health in 2019. “Vaccine hesitancy – the reluctance or refusal
to vaccinate despite the availability of vaccines – threatens to
reverse progress made in tackling vaccine preventable diseases. Vaccination is one of the most cost-effective ways of
avoiding disease – it currently prevents 2-3 million deaths a
year, and a further 1.5 million could be avoided if global coverage of vaccinations improved.”
“Vaccine hesitancy is threatening the historical achievements
made in reducing the burden of infectious diseases, which
have plagued humanity for centuries. Only a collaborative effort between paediatricians, family doctors, parents, public
health officials, governments, the technology sector, and civil
society will allow myths and misinformation around vaccination to be dispelled. If we fail, the future health of unvaccinated children and their communities will suffer greatly.”
(Editorial, The Lancet Child and Adolescent Health May 01
2019).

The trigger for concerns about vaccination came to a head in
1998 when the well-respected Lancet medical journal published a study implying a link between the MMR vaccine and
autism. This article was later retracted by the Lancet over 10
years later with the Editor, Richard Horton saying "It was utterly clear, without any ambiguity at all, that the statements
in the paper were utterly false. I feel I was deceived." (The
Guardian 2 February 2010). Despite this, the film “Vaxxed:
From cover-up to catastrophe”, released in 2016 continues to
be screened throughout New Zealand. This film is directed by
the primary author of the discredited study in the Lancet, as
well as his appearing in the film as the main medical expert.
Since the initial concerns were raised about MMR vaccines
and autism, there have been numerous studies and analyses
seeking to find the truth. A review of studies involving over
14.7 million children internationally found “Exposure to the
MMR vaccine was unlikely to be associated with autism,
asthma, leukaemia, hay fever, type 1 diabetes, gait disturbance, Crohn's disease, demyelinating diseases, bacterial or
viral infections.” (Cochrane Systematic Review published 12
February 2012).
Now a Danish study designed to evaluate whether the MMR
vaccine increases the risk of autism has been published. (Annals of Internal Medicine 16 April 2019). The study followed
up 657,461 children born between
1999 and 2010, through to August
2013. The authors’ conclusion
was: “The study strongly supports
that MMR vaccination does not increase the risk for autism, does not
trigger autism in susceptible children, and is not associated with
clustering of autism cases after
vaccination.” Let’s hope that common sense prevails and that the
enormous benefits of vaccinations
are more widely accepted throughout all sectors of society. Many of
us are grateful that we are no
longer in fear of diseases that
plagued previous generations such as polio, tuberculosis,
tetanus, smallpox, and diphtheria.

Your local
decorating specialists
are proud to
support Matamata
GreyPower.

7.30am - 5pm Monday - Friday
9am - 12pm Saturday
E: sales.matamata@guthriebowron.co.nz
P: 07 888 8119
Guthrie Bowron Matamata
17 Arawa St, Matamata 3400

David Marshall

BOP & Tauranga Grey Power Association.

YOUR FRIENDLY LOCAL
SALES & SERVICE TEAM
Mobility Scooter Sales & Service
Bicycle Sales & Service
Electric Bike Conversion Specialists
Over 20 Years Experience
Contact Rex 021 111 5400
or Jill 021 432 302
www.venturescooters.co.nz
info@venturescooters.co.nz
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PC Repairs & Service
IT Consultancy
IT Solutions for Business Systems

07 888 5627

Servers

Workstations

info@imatecsolutions.co.nz

Offering exceptional service since 1950

The shingles vaccine is fully funded for those aged
65. Those aged between 66-80 years of age can also
receive the funded vaccination up to 31st March
2020. As the supply of vaccine is in short supply from
time to time it is recommended that you book your
vaccination in advance. Shingles is a painful rash that
develops on one side of the face, body or head.
The rash is made up of small blisters that typically
scab over after 7–10 days. The pain or irritation from
shingles will usually go away in 3 to 5 weeks.
However, if the virus damages a nerve, you may have
pain, numbness or tingling for months or even years
after the rash is
healed. This
chronic condition
is most likely to
occur in people
over 50. The
best protection
against shingles
is immunisation.

For friendly personal service every time,
see us now for all your
Warrant of Fitness
Servicing all makes and models
Air conditioning
Transmission services
Diagnostic scanning
Auto electrical
Wheel alignments
24 hour breakdown service

Rental Cars and 12 Seater Vans
•
•
•
•

25 Arawa Street, Matamata

Have you had your Shingles
Vaccination?

Welcome to Baigent Motors Ltd

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Networks

Competitive rates
Weddings or group functions
Out of town visitors
Group trips, sports teams etc

Baigent Motors Ltd

(Ministry of
Health website –
Shingles)

37-39 Firth Street, Matamata Phone 07 888 8059
Service a/h: 021 356 002 Rentals a/h: 027 290 1796
Sales a/h: 021 289 7387

Martin Van Dam

44 Smith Street, Matamata

Phone 07 888 6629 • Mobile 027 275 3788
Quality Guaranteed

• PLUMBERS • GASFITTERS • DRAINLAYERS •
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Medical alarm service cost changes
The Ministry of Social Development (MSD) funds the costs of medical alarm
services to its eligible clients through the Disability Allowance.
As part of this funding, MSD regularly negotiates with medical alarm suppliers
to make sure their clients continue to get a quality service at a competitive price.
This supports people to stay safe and independent in their own homes.
From 19 August 2019, there’ll be a small change in the weekly cost for medical
alarm services. The amount may increase, decrease, or stay the same depending
on the supplier.
To make sure people stay safe, there’ll be no interruption to people’s medical
alarm service. MSD will write to people letting them know about the change and
will automatically adjust the Disability Allowance payments of people affected.
If you have a medical alarm provided by a non-accredited supplier you can still
get the cost of the alarm covered by your Disability Allowance. If you choose to
change to a different supplier, you’ll need to choose an accredited supplier.
The assessment and application process for the Disability Allowance hasn’t
changed.
The MSD-accredited suppliers of medical alarm services are:
• St John Medical Alarms 0800 502 323
• ADT Security Ltd 0800 111 238 or 0800 238 272
• Red Wolf High Level Monitoring 0800 673 252
• Chubb New Zealand 0800 20 30 40
• Freedom Medical Alarms 0800 380 280
MSD is also adding more accredited suppliers soon. This will give people more choice when choosing a MSD-accredited supplier.
For more information, go to www.workandincome.govt.nz
expected nothing short of the best work from them. She continually
reminded them of their responsibility to use all the extra intelligence
God had given them. Things began to change. The children sat up
tall, and they worked diligently. Their work was creative, precise and
original.

The Virtue of Excellence
“Every person is gifted in some area. We just have to find out what.”
Maggie was assigned to the inner-city classroom in the middle of the
school year. All the Principal told her was that the former teacher
had left suddenly, and this was a class of ‘special’ students. She
walked in on bedlam, spit-balls flying through the air, feet on desks,
the noise deafening. She strode to the front of the classroom and
opened the attendance register. Next to each name on the list were
numbers from 140 to 160. Oh, she thought to herself. No wonder
they are so high spirited. These children have exceptional IQs. She
smiled and brought them to order.

One day the Principal was walking by and happened to look into the
classroom. He observed students in rapt attention, composing
essays. Later, the Principal called Maggie into his office. “What have
you done to these kids?” he asked. “Their work has surpassed all the
regular grades.”
“Well, what do you expect? They’re gifted aren’t they?” “Gifted?
They’re special-needs students – behavioural, disordered, and
retarded.” “Then why are their IQs so high on the attendance sheet?”
“Those aren’t their IQs. Those are their locker numbers.” Maggie’s
response was “Whatever.”

At first the children failed to hand in work, and assignments that
were handed in were done hastily and sloppily. Over time she spoke
to them about their innate excellence, their giftedness, that she

Source: Evelyn Blose Holman

Proud to be a local company serving you
“We can’t control the weather, but
we can control the temperature”
Your locally owned and
operated temperature control
specialists

Phone 07 888 7345
17 Tui Street, Matamata
admin@centigrade.co.nz
www.centigrade.co.nz

From refrigeration for farm vats, chillers, pre-cooling and display cases
to heat pumps/air conditioners for your home, office or factory,
Centigrade can develop a system to suit your need and budget.
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IMPORTANT FEEDBACK WANTED

• If you are disabled, & find it hard to get suitable
parking close enough to your regular important
places in town.
• If you have been affected badly by the
pavement surfaces around our central business
areas.

We need you to tell us:

• If you need help in getting to shopping, appointments, or similar events, because of disability
or lack of means. Would a subsidised taxi make
a real difference?
• If you have a mobility scooter and find it difficult
to negotiate the footpaths on your regular
routes, and why?
• Have you had problems getting across any
roadway in our town because of the traffic?
If so, where?

Please contact a committee member or
ring Malcolm on 07 888 6663,
or email matamatagreypower@gmail.com

The Kiwi Quiz

1. Which do you think Clark Gayford might have
said in a fairly recent interview in the NZ Herald?
(a) Advised a young father not to go scuba
diving.
(b) Talked about a night away from Nieve with
Jacinda Ardern and how they didn’t talk
about Nieve at all.
(c) Thought it would be ‘phenomenal’ to bring a
moa back to the NZ natural landscape so it
could come bolting out of the bushes when
hiking!
2. The first iPhone was released in
(a) 2007
(b) 2009
(c) 2013
3. A traditional well-known stew goulash originated
in which of these countries in medieval times.
(a) England
(b) Ireland
(c) Hungary
4. The spouse pension rule, which Grey Power
advocated to be changed, was unfair because
(a) It means the NZ partner may get little or no
NZ Superannuation.
(b) The overseas partner has to pay tax on their
income
(c) It only applies to people married to Ameri
cans (See article in last Grey Power
magazine for further information about this.)
5. The shocking shootings in Christchurch this
year took place on
(a) Mar 5th
(b) Mar 15th
(c) Mar 25th
6. Which of the following countries jailed 3 NZ
journalists earlier this year?
(a) Syria
(b) Fiji
(c) North Korea

7. Louis Pasteur, the inventor of pasteurization,
was born in which of these countries?
(a) France
(b) Belgium
(c) Germany
8. In 2018 New Zealanders lost $33m in scams.
What percentage of those scammed were aged
65 or over?
(a) 15%
(b) 36%
(c) 48%
9. Why was Grey Power formed in 1986?
(a) To create a group of old wise people
(b) To protest against the unfair surtax on
pensioner’s savings
(c) To lobby Govt on improving the rights and
well-being of people over 50
10. Richard Burton married which actress twice in
1964 & 1975?
(a) Vivian Leigh
(b) Elizabeth Taylor
(c) Audrey Hepburn
11. What meat is traditionally used in the French
dish coq au vin?
(a) chicken
(b) beef
(c) pork
12. Which author created the
character Winnie the Pooh?
(a) Lewis Carroll
(b) A.A. Milne
(c) Beatrix Potter

Answers on P11
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A Verse for over Sixties

Remember when Hippie meant big in the hips, and a trip involved travel in cars, planes or ships.
When pot was a vessel for cooking things in, and hooked was something Grandma’s rugs might have been.
When fix was a verb meaning mend or repair, and be-in meant simply existing somewhere.
When neat meant well organised, tidy and clean, and grass was a ground cover usually green.
When lights & not people were turned on and off, and the pill was intended to cure a cough.
When groovy meant furrowed with channels and hollows, and birds were winged creatures like Robins
and Swallows.
When fuzz was a substance all fluffy like lint and bread came from bakeries, not from the mint.
When a roll was a bun, and a rock was a stone, and hung up was something you did to the phone.
When chicken meant poultry and bag was a sack, and junk was just cast off, and old bric-a-brac.
When cat was a feline, a kitten grown up, and tea was a liquid you drank from a cup.
When swinger was someone who swung from a swing, and a pad was a sort of cushiony thing.
When way out meant distant & far, far away, and a man couldn’t sue you for calling him gay.
Words once so sensible, sober and serious are breaking the scene man, like psycho – delirious.
It’s groovy Dad, groovy, but English it’s not. Me thinks that the language is going to pot!
EARLY WARNING
A young doctor learned a lesson in thinking
twice before speaking one day while attending
a patient in the hospital. The recovering patient
asked him if he would like to take home a plant
he had received during his stay there.

“Thanks Sam” he replied, “but I had better not.
I have such rotten luck, that everything I touch
seems to die on me.” Small wonder then that
Sam refused to let the doctor examine him at all
during his remaining time in the hospital.

THINGS TO REMEMBER

Your membership card and blue discount book are
valuable items to take with you when out shopping
or engaging a tradesperson. Use them wherever
you can.

WILLIAMS
JEWELLERY
jewellers • engravers • qualified valuers

All the advertisers in this newsletter you will find
in the book, so please support them. If you find
you have lost either of these items, then please get
in touch and we can issue a new one for you.

Proud supporters of
Matamata Grey Power
Visit us and bring your Grey Power Card

A Little Humour

77 Broadway, Matamata
Phone 07 888 8879
Email: williams.jewellery@xtra.co.nz
www.williamsjewellery.co.nz
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“Life in the ‘Past’ Lane”
A couple, retired for many years, always set their
alarm clock radio for 7.00am, waking to the news.
One morning their favourite romantic music from the
past started playing. The husband put his arm
around his wife and whispered in her ear:
“Darling, if I were 40 years younger, do you know
what I would do?”
“Yes” she said, snuggling up closer. “I know what
you’d do”
“Tell me, sweetheart,” he sighed “what would I do?”
“If you were 40 years younger” she whispered
“you’d be getting up and going to work.”

Living Well – Being
Prepared for a Fall.
Even when you feel you are
safety aware, accidents can
happen and you may find
yourself on the ground after a
fall. Here are some ideas for
planning ahead, and steps to
help you get back upright again.

Celeating Life – Your Way
Phone 07 888 8632

6 Tamihana Street, Matamata
E: oﬃce@watersonsfuneralservices.co.nz
www.watersonsfuneralservices.co.nz

PRE-PLANNING AND PRE-PAYING YOUR FUNERAL
Looking into pre-planning or pre-paying your funeral, how do you want
to be remembered? Why not spare your family & loved one’s
unnecessary stress at a diﬃcult time?
Thinking about your own funeral plans may seem odd to some
but it is on the increase as a practice. You can have peace of mind
that your wishes are known and that you have made arrangements
for them to be carried out.

24/7 on call support from a professional & experienced team
Funeral Services are tailored for all budgets | Utmost care
& respect for your loved one | Traditional contemporary funerals
SuperGold 10% discount oﬀ professional services

Graeme Waterson | Fay Waterson | Ray Bestwick | Pam Bestwick | Jarrod Dunweg

Make a plan
Think about how you might be
able to get help quickly if you
fall. Discuss your plan with
friends, family or neighbours.

Suggestions:
• Have your telephone within
easy reach, even if you’re on
the floor
• Leave a spare key in a safe
place outside, or with
someone you trust
• Get a personal medical alarm.

If you fall
• You will now be vulnerable so
stay calm, and assess your
situation.
• Decide whether you’ll try to
get up.
• If you feel you can get up, then
look around for something
sturdy for supporting yourself.
• Get medical help as soon as
you can if you need it, and tell
your doctor about the fall.
• If you can’t get up, try to get
the phone to ring someone,
or call out to attract attention,
and make yourself as
comfortable as possible
until help arrives.

• Servicing all major whiteware
and home appliance brands
• Buying and selling of appliances
• Registered Electrical Service
Technician

Brendon & Kaye Cleaver
9 Tui Street
Matamata 3400
cleaverappliances@xtra.co.nz
Answers to Kiwi Quiz:

Ph 07 888 4910

1 c ; 2 a ; 3 c ; 4 a ; 5 b ; 6 b ; 7 a ; 8 c ; 9 b ; 10 b ; 11 a ; 12 b
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Beware of Scammers
Seniors are being warned to be on the alert for scammers contacting them by phone
particularly, but not always, and trying to trick them out of money (very often large sums).
This can sometimes be a form of elder abuse, when it is perpetrated by a family member,
friend (so-called), or neighbour even.
There has recently been a serious scam claiming to be from Spark and the Police. Anyone
asking for your bank details, or asking you to send money somewhere needs to be
checked thoroughly, before any further steps are made. If someone insists on urgency,
alarm bells should ring. Stop and think ‘Is this for real?’ No bank, Telco or the Police will
ever ask for your details over the phone. You can always contact your bank or the Police
for advice, if you are concerned or not sure about someone. Don’t be sucked in. If you are
aware you can prevent this happening to you.

REALLY IMPORTANT – READ THIS!

When shifting, or changing phone numbers or
email addresses or anything that can affect
how we keep in touch PLEASE LET US KNOW.

We like to keep you up with what is happening.

Matamata Grey Power (Inc)

Matamata Grey Power Inc

APPLICATION FORM FOR NEW MEMBERS ONLY

To direct debit to Matamata GreyPower use: 03 0363 0324805 00 – use surname as reference

Add email address if available:
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